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WISEMAN UNIVERSITY! 

Kirk, former Quiz Kid from West Virginia but now employed as 

a CPO caterer, yesterday was stumped for a reply to a question put 

to him by another shipmate. The question: "Who lies buried in 

Grant's Tomb?" 

GALLEY! 

Alsdorf, a cook from the old school,, and Oliver, a cook who 

never went to any school, yesterday got their heads together in 

an attempt to figure out how they could supplement the Menu by 

serving cream peas without peas. "There's gota be some way out of 

it," mused Aldorf. "We make omelets with out eggs...and chicken 

soup, without. chicken....mmmm....6det*s see... 

WISEMAN CAFETERA! 

Dawes, fugitive from a Beauty Parlor, recently took up his 

new duties as a mess-cook. "I didn't have any political influence 

to obtain this new position," said he, "and I am firmly convinced 

that someone in power has finally recognized my talent for the 

duties upon which I am about to embark." Observers noted with 

great satisfaction that Dawes made his debut in an immaculate 

Suit of whites. 

LONELY HEARTS CLUB! 

Culligan, male mail orderly, after hearing that his best 

girl married another man, yesterday seriously considered stopping 

his allotment to her. 

WISEMAN CLINIC 

As a result of his recent mediacl inspection of abbreviated 

appendages, Doctor Ashmore preclaimed the crew of the WISEMAN to 

be physically fit. However, Ashmore could not be induced to 

commit himself concerning the Mental Status of the majority of 

the crew. According to uninformed sources, yesterday Barrett, 

local electrician, vigorusly denied the rumor that he became an 

electrician because of the light work involved. 

UNDATED 

In a special interview recently, Brown, mess caterer par 

excellance, admitted that he believes in the primordial methods 

of jungle love. "Jungle Love," says he, "is when a man and a 

woman monkey around..."  


